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Abstract

Complex mobile Web services can be provided from the mobile host through the development of Mo-
bile Host Web service Framework (MHWF). However, the constraints of mobile resources may affect
the core functionality of this device. Therefore, applying the distribution mechanisms to MHWF al-
lows running more complex services in a light weight manner. Fragmentation, orchestration and
federation are the main three used distribution mechanisms in this approach. These set of mecha-
nisms, depends on the REST characteristics and HTTP methods to enhance service distribution. A
general structure for the developed service logic has also been defined to facilitate tasks offloading.
Verifying the correctness of the deployed Web service is carried out analytically based on formal
methods. This is complemented with an empirical validation of the feasibility of the system through
proof of concept prototype implementation.

Keywords: decomposing mobile Web services, distributed mobile Web service provision, orches-
trating mobile Web services, RESTful-based mobile Web services

1 Introduction

The advances in the mobile device technology, progression of wireless networks and widespread use
of Web services are increasingly making providing Mobile Web Services (MWS) popular. MWS are
self-contained modular applications that are defined, published and accessed across the Internet, in a
mobile communications environment using standard protocols[14]. MWSs can be classified into three
main classes depending on the role taken by the mobile device in the MWS environment. These classes
are: Mobile consumer Web services, Mobile hosting Web services and Mobile Peer to Peer (P2P) Web
services. In mobile consumer Web services, mobile devices act as clients and request execution of Web
services. For mobile producer Web services, mobile devices act as servers (hosts) and provide Web
services to be invoked by clients. While in mobile P2P Web services mobile devices are connected in an
ad hoc manner and each node plays dual functionality as a client and a server. Most of the research on
MWSs has been focused on consuming standard Web services from mobile devices. However, solving
the issues related to consuming Web services from mobile devices alone is not sufficient. This is because
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the future of the network is directed towards P2P approach [24], where each node can be a client as well
as a server with the capability to consume and provide Web services. Besides, hosting Web services from
mobile devices has a range of useful applications in most aspects of real life. For example, embedding
Mobile Hosts (MHs) with Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers allows the tracking of the current
location of a fleet, or on high value goods and their delivery. Personalizing location-based services are
feasible based on social networks [20]. Another application area for mobile Web services is in the health
care domain [23]. Some applications require reliable and non-interrupted provision from mobile devices
to allow providing latest instant information before it becomes obsolete. For instance, providing the latest
updated news and scene snapshots for a specific location in a predefined format requires portable devices
with built-in GPS and cameras that are capable to move to the actual place of the event. Furthermore,
it requires mobile hosts that are aware of their location, publish the event as a live feed and take latest
information gathered at the current location. Mobile hosts allow processing of the gathered information
and photos, and then make them available, instantly, to clients. Moreover, some of these services are
more complex and demand heavy-weight process. Thus, Adaptive mobile Web services are needed to
compensate for the limited resource mobile hosts in order to free some resources for the mobile device
to perform its core functionality and enhance its performance.

The main issue to be solved in this paper is the degradation in performance when providing complex
Web services from mobile devices. This performance degradation leads to delay in response time for
processing client’s requests from the mobile Web service provider, scalability decrease in the number
of handled requests, failure of the mobile host to perform its core functionality and difficulties in pro-
visioning or consuming non-interrupted Web services from the MH, which is made more challenging
by the range of constraints that MHs are exposed to [3]. The problem is magnified by the continuous
variation to the current available amount of mobile resources [12]. In general, this limitation is due to
the trade-off paid for the portability and the adverse effects of mobility on the connectivity of the devices
[12]. Therefore, the aim of this approach is to allow non-interrupted provisioning of complex context-
dependent mobile Web services in a light-weight processing demand. This is accomplished by defining
and building a system that allows the collaboration of mobile devices to provide compound services
as one homogenous service in a manner that does not deplete the devices limited resources too much
and does not reveal the distribution process to the clients. The execution of these services is based on
a distributed manner. The distribution scheme relies on the main characteristics of REST architectural
style. The hierarchical structure of the Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) representation of the invoked
services and the usage of HTTP uniform methods are the keystone used to facilitate service distribution.
The paper is organized as follows. First, a short introduction to the current state of the art for hosting
Web services from mobile devices is presented. Also, some of the proposed solutions to compensate
the limitations of mobile resources are highlighted. Then, a detailed investigation of distributing mech-
anisms is included. This is followed by a description of the extended mobile Web services architecture.
The proposed framework is evaluated experimentally using a small test-bed prototype. Furthermore, the
correct behavior of the proposed framework is verified by analytical study. Finally, conclusions on the
findings of this work are presented.

2 Background and Related Work

There has been extensive research into the development of frameworks for mobile-hosted Web services.
Most of the frameworks implemented are based on the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) using
either a centralized [17],[10],[19] or a non-centralized approach [27],[1],[22]. Some research has at-
tempted to reduce the load on mobile Web service hosts using different techniques such as partitioning
the execution tasks of the main host and offloading some of the resource-independent tasks to run on
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powerful stationary nodes. For example [9] and [8] propose a partitioning technique to execute complex
mobile Web services. This partitioning mechanism allows the compensation for the lack of mobile pro-
cessing resources. However, this approach lacks the adaptation to other resources such as battery power.
Moreover, it fails to meet an essential mobility prerequisite of mobile Web service hosts, which is provid-
ing services directly from MH where the proposed frameworks in [19],[17],[9],[8]; clients send/receive
requests/responses to/from mobile host indirectly through a stationary intermediate node. Furthermore,
this approach does not support seamless provisioning of mobile Web services. Another adaptation tech-
nique that allows continuous provisioning of services is to transfer the Web service to another auxiliary
host when the mobile host’s battery power comes to its end. For example, the Modular Hosting Web
Services architecture described in [21] contains built-in modules to support continuous provisioning of
mobile Web services in P2P network environments. However, this approach does not address the issue of
lightweight processing of complex MWS and lacks the adaptation to processing power of the auxiliary
mobile host. Also, it does not consider the services that depend on the current context of the mobile host.
In addition both approaches support only SOAP-based Web services that require heavy weight parsers
and large message payloads, which in turn degrade the overall MH performance.

Recent research studies focus on building resource-aware Mobile Host Web Service Frameworks
(MHWFs) for hosting RESTful-based services. The concept of providing RESTful-based Web services
from mobile devices has been introduced in [2]. RESTful- and SOAP-based MHWFs have been im-
plemented in [6] and a detailed comparison between the two developed MHWFs has been carried out.
Results show that RESTful- is very promising and more suitable than SOAP-based MHWF for resource
limited mobile network environments. However, while REST appears to be the more suitable technology
to base a mobile Web services framework upon, there are still many issues to be overcome. One of the
most important features a mobile host must achieve is the continuous, reliable and timely provision of the
requested service. This needs to be independent if it is a large-scale/heavy-load, or a small/light weight
service.

The resource limited mobile devices, the intermittent network connections and the frequent context
and location change of a mobile host act as a barrier against the smooth development of this area. To
alleviate this limitation, we aim at facilitating light-weight provisioning of complex mobile Web services
through service fragment and distribution, thus reducing the individual MHs’ energy usage and increas-
ing the range and complexity of services that can be executed/provided on MHs. Although, distributing
mobile applications is not a new concept and has been previously used for application distribution and
load balancing [30],[18] and [4] but it has not been used for offloading the execution tasks of mobile Web
services to run remotely on other mobile devices. The next section briefly classifies mobile Web services
and describes complex services.

3 Complex Partial Distribution Scheme

Mobile Web service distribution is categorised into three main classes as shown in Figure 1 Contentment
Distribution (CD), Simple Partial Distribution (SPD) and Complex Partial Distribution (CPD). These
three classes differ by the following parameters: 1. Type of the acquired service. There are two types of
services: context-dependent services and context-independent services. Processing context-dependent
services requires invoking some parameters that are tightly coupled with the current situation or envi-
ronment of the MH such as its location, time zone, user preferences, etc. The distribution strategy for
these services involves SPD and CPD. On the other hand, the execution of context-independent services
does not rely on any parameters that are extracted from the current surrounding environment. CD is
an example of a strategy that distributes context-independent services. 2. Complexity level of the ser-
vice. The complexity level of the service denotes the capability of producing the service by combining
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more than one function. For example, some services consist of a single heavy-weight long process that
cannot be fragmented; such as requesting a service to do rescaling of a photo and send it to the client.
This includes the CD and SPD schemes. Contrary, some heavy-weight services includes multiple func-
tions that can be split and executed on different hosts such as requesting a service to perform an image
processing of an image and translation of the text written on it using an optical character recognition
tool. This includes CPD strategy. 3. Mechanisms used for distributing Web services. It is common
that different types of services and levels of service complexity demand different types of mechanisms
for handling service distribution. For instance, CD adopts offloading mechanism while SPD involves
offloading and migration mechanisms and CPD includes offloading, migration, decomposing, orchestra-
tion and federation techniques The purpose of this research, as mentioned before, is to define and set up
the basic building blocks of a system that allows providing adaptive mobile Web services and investigate
the system’s distribution mechanisms. The main function of these mechanisms is to facilitate continuous
provisioning of context-dependent complex services in a distributed execution aspect with efficient levels
of performance. Complex MWS are compound services that deplete a relatively significant amount of
mobile resources because they are composed of multi-function resource-intensive services. Moreover,
the execution of these services is context dependent and tightly coupled with the current environment of
the mobile host. Thus, complex services create a cumbersome burden to resource constrained mobile
Web service providers that causes degradation of the overall performance. In addition, these services
may become unavailable to clients due to the spatio changing that occurs almost consistently to mobile
terminals. Besides, the resources of mobile hosts may be exhausted over time and become unable to
provide and execute Web services.

Figure 1: Classification of mobile Web service distribution schemes
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Complex Partial Distribution (CPD) scheme is the strategy that is specially used for complex MWS.
The identity of the composed functions is used to group a CPD scheme into heterogeneous (HT) and
homogeneous (HM) –CPD. In HT-CPD, the involved processes are composed of both serial and parallel
ones. However, HM-CPD can be classified based on the dependency factor of distributed services into
sequential CPD (S) shown in Figure 1 and parallel (P) HM-CPD, which is illustrated in Figure 2. Depen-
dency factor determines whether there is a correlation and information exchanged between the composite
sub-services or there is no interaction. In PHM-CPD, the composite service consists of independent sub-
services, which can be executed simultaneously in parallel and independently of each other. On the other
hand, in SHM-CPD, the composite service consists of dependent sub-services, which cannot be executed
simultaneously. This is because the execution of one service might require some information or resources
that are provided by another service. Thus, services are executed sequentially (one after the other).

CPD contains five basic mechanisms: decomposing, offloading, migration, orchestration and data
federation. Decomposing is a mechanism that allows fragmenting and partitioning the complex Web
service into modules that can be wrapped and converted into simple Web services. Then the execution
tasks of each of these partitioned services is distributed and offloaded to be executed remotely on other
mobile hosts. Since these services are context-based services, therefore, modelling the transfer of the
required context-based data is fundamental and can be achieved through migration. Moreover, the or-
chestration scheme provides a technique for coordinating the execution workflow among the fragments.
Finally, federation is the mechanism that is guardian for data retrieval and error handling. The approach
used to apply offloading and migration mechanisms has been described previously in [7]. However, the
functionality of the other three mechanisms is described in the following section.

4 Distribution Mechanisms of Complex MWS

CPD is mainly associated with context-dependent complex services. The study of CPD integrates two
diverse areas of research that complement each other. The first area is Web service decomposition and
the second is Web service composition. In spite of the fact the decompositions and compositions of ser-
vices have been studied by many researchers. This is accomplished by defining a system that allows the
collaboration of a cluster of several mobile devices in a distributed scheme to provide complex services
in a manner that does not deplete the devices limited resources too much. The functionality of this frame-
work is based on distributed management and task distribution mechanisms. In addition, the framework
technology relies on a RESTful-based approach. It is also established based on two basic fundamentals.
The first relies on the fact that REST has a well-defined hierarchy URI scheme for naming the acquired
resources. The second predicates on the usage of HTTP uniform methods for invoking services. These
two fundamentals are used to allow for uncomplicated and autonomous distribution mechanisms. The
outcome of these two fundamentals is a unified skeleton used for building the service pattern, which
matches the naming structure used for invoking the service URI. Hence, the partitioning of MWSs is
based on the assumption of a well-defined structure for the developed services. The main objective of
the well-defined service pattern is to allow flexible and autonomous partitioning mechanism of the ser-
vice logic. The interface of RESTful Web services consists of a set of resources that are defined by URIs.
REST has a conventional style for representing resources that are acquired by the services. Since the ser-
vices are hosted on a Web, then Web’s RFC URI syntax [11] For example, the address of the hosted Web
is used as the base address of the service such as: “http://uk.olympic.com/London”. Furthermore, path
variables are used to separate element of a hierarchy [18]. For instance, suppose a snapshot of all the
games played in the Olympics is required to be retrieved, then they are represented as a collection URI
such as; “http://uk.olympic.com/London/games”. On the other hand, if a specific game is required, then
it can be tagged as an element URI as follows: “http://uk.olympic.com/London/games/ gamename” and
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so on. The main steps and the techniques for distributing the execution of complex services are described
in the following subsections.

4.1 Partition Complex Service into Fragmented Services

In spite of the fact that service decomposition and orchestration has been studied by many researchers
in the context of applications that is used to partition the execution tasks of these applications to achieve
load balancing and lessen the load on processes [29],[13]. However, service decomposition is a new
technique for Web services. Most of the algorithms that are used for segmenting the applications are
based on graph theory [15]. These graph based algorithms are either very complex or they intend to
partition the application at design time to only achieve minimum communication cost. In contrast, the
decomposition of MWS has different constraints and objectives that make achieving it more challenging
than its peer, which is application partitioning. Some of these challenges are:

• Web services are provided and executed on machines with heterogeneous platforms while appli-
cations are partitioned to run on machines with similar platforms.

• Web services are accessed and interacted by machines but applications are accessed by users, thus
anonymous distribution is a must.

• The trade-off between the frequent changes in the amount of resources available in mobile network
environment and the key objective of decomposing MWS, which is to preserve the scarce resources
of the mobile host, requires adaptive decomposition algorithms.

• Handling Web service requests requires a series of uniform and well-defined events that can be
predicted.

Business/service logic is defined as a set of processes. Each process consists of a sequence of related
tasks that produce a particular sub-service to the client. The business logic for implementing our service
has to be consistent with the naming structure that has been described above. These processes are struc-
tured in a specific pattern that conform modularity and consistency and the collection of these processes
composes the main service. The business logic for implementing this service has to be consistent with
the naming structure that has been described above. The modular structure facilitates fragmenting these
tasks into finer-grained subtasks that are likely to appear as subservice modules. This takes place to
allow execution tasks of these sub-services and expose them as Web services to be executed on different
mobile devices called Secondary Auxiliary Mobile Hosts (SAMH). Therefore, the structure of the devel-
oped Web service S consists of a set of atomic modules (processes) P1, P2. . . Pi that can be decomposed
by a decomposer. Then each Pi can be wrapped and translated into a single service Si through projecting
a transformation function f (P1), f (P2). . . f (Pi). Each of the created sub-services Si is dispatched and
executed on different secondary auxiliary mobile hosts SAMH1, SAMH2. . . SAMHi through the distrib-
utor. Some of these dispatched services are dependent of each other and some are self-dependent thus
an orchestrator is obligatory to coordinate the execution of these modules and integrate the results into
a single output response. Proving the correctness of decomposing and composing methodology is an
essential step towards applying our approach. Formal methods are used for verification purposes. Model
verification is a technique used to determine that a model implementation accurately represents its devel-
oper’s conceptual description using formal methods. It has been declared previously in the literature [16]
that Web services are best described using process algebra formal languages such as Concurrency Se-
quential Processes (CSP). The valid behavior of our partitioning scheme is carried out through applying
the following theorem [25], which states that:
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A process Q2 is a trace refinement of a process Q1 if and only if every trace communication that P2
perform is also a trace of P1 And it is expressed as:

Q1⊆T Q2 (1)

Assuming that our service is composed of four well known processes: P1, P2, P3, P4 that can be
translated into four Web services: S1, S2, S3 and S4, where S2 and S3 can be executed in parallel but
the execution of S4 depends on the output of S2 and S3. First, the un-partitioned system is built as a
CSP specification (Spec) as shown in Figure 2. Then the system with fragmented sub-services is built
as CSP implementation (Impl) as shown in Figure 3. The CSP-M code implementation is listed in Table
1. After that the implementation is verified, that it is a trace refinement of the specification using Failure
Divergence Refinement (FDR2) tool as shown in Figure 4. It has been shown that some of the execution
tasks of the complex service are partitioned and executed remotely on different hosts called Auxiliary
Mobile Host (AMH) such as invoking the service and processing its logic.

Figure 2: CSP specification for the decomposed services

Figure 3: CSP implementation for the service with no partitioning

In addition, the execution of the complex service logic is fragmented and each fragment is wrapped
as a simple service and transferred to another mobile host called Secondary Auxiliary Mobile Host
(SAMH) for further processing. However, the d-centralized system is not able to provide an integrated
service without organizing a conversation between the offloaded execution tasks. As a result, an orches-
tration mechanism is needed to define policies that link between these distributed services, managing the
execution workflow among these services and coordinating the traverse of data between them.

4.2 Coordinate between Distributed Services

Orchestration in mobile environment is a challenging because of the intermittent network connections
that causes an interaction failure between the interacted composite services. Therefore, a technique for
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Table 1: CSP model of decomposed and composed complex service

aaA2 ={| aA2 | }
aaA1 ={| aA1 | }
aaA3 ={| aA3 | }
aaA4 ={| aA4 | }
−−The I m p l e m e n t a t i o n o f t h e c o m p o s i t e s e r v i c e s
Impl = l e t
START = SYSTEM1
SYSTEM1=EQUATION
EQUATION = P1 ; P2 [ Union ({ aaA1 , aaA2 } ) | | Union ({ aaA3 , aaA4 } ) ] P3 ; P4
P1= a i n p u t ? i n p u t−>aA1 ! a1−>aA2 ! a2−>SKIP
P2= aA1? a1−>aA2 ! a2−>SKIP
P3= aA3? a3−>aA4 ! a4−>SKIP
P4= aA2? a2−>aA4? a4−>a o u t p u t ! o u t p u t 1−>SKIP
w i t h i n START
−− The S p e c i f i c a t i o n o f t h e c o m p o s i t e s e r v i c e s
Spec = l e t
START = SYSTEM
SYSTEM= S1 ; S2 ; S3 ; S4
S1= a i n p u t ? i n p u t−>aA5 ! a5−>SKIP
S2=aA5? a5−>aA6 ! a6−>SKIP
S3=aA6? a6−>aA7 ! a7−>SKIP
S4=aA7? a7−>a o u t p u t ! o u t p u t 2−>SKIP
w i t h i n START
−− The i m p l e m e n t a t i o n wi th h i d i n g e v e n t s t h a t do n o t e x i s t

i n t h e s p e c i f i c a t i o n code
Impl2 = Impl \ {aA1 . a1 , aA2 . a2 , aA3 . a3 , aA4 . a4 , a o u t p u t . o u t p u t 1 }$

handling such failures is needed to achieve reliability. Moreover, the constrained resources on mobile
devices obstruct the processing of the conventional heavy-weight Business Process Execution Language
(BPEL) workflow. Hence, light-weight orchestrator is required to preserve the restricted resources.
Above all, the execution of some services requires input parameters or resources that are outputted
from other services at run time. Accordingly, a mechanism for manipulating and assigning data and
resources dynamically is needed. The decomposed execution tasks of the distributed services is orches-
trated and coordinated by the AMH: It starts the orchestration by mapping the incoming URI request
to a predefined URI that has a compatible sequence structure with the logic structure of the invoked
complex service. AMH also, generates a workflow that coordinates the distribution and execution of the
decomposed services based on the dependency and the homogeneity properties of these services. The
orchestration workflow is generated using Reduced-Business Process Execution Language for RESTful
services (R-BPEL4REST) and the properties are extracted from a small xml descriptive file, which is
called “property.xml”. The property file is provided at the instance of deploying the associated Web
service. The presence of the property file liberates the workflow language from the restriction of the
existence of a particular process-based description language. Each decomposed service is described by
three main elements in the property file as follows:
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Figure 4: Refinement check of the decomposed and composed services

<name>:Determines the name of the service

<parallel>:Determines the dependency and homogeneity properties. The element’s content can
take either a true or a false value. A value corresponding to true means that the service can be
executed independent of other decomposed services and in parallel. However, false, means that
processing this service depends on some results of the execution of other services.

<params>:Determines the parameters or the URI of parameters’ resources.

As an example, a sample of a property file is shown in Table 2, which describes the property of
a complex location-based image processing service that involves three basic operations as presented
in the <name>element: imageScaling to change the image size, imageRotation to tilt the image and
imageGrayscale to convert a colored image into balck and white. The sequence order of operations
in this scenario is to do imageScaling and imageRotation to a location-based photo. Next, perform
imageGrayscale on the resulted image. The value of <parallel>element for imageScaling and im-
ageRotation services is “true” to indicate that these are associative operations and have independent
parameters (operands), therefore, imageScaling and imageRotation can be executed in parallel. How-
ever, imageGrayscale is performed after extracting the parameters (operands) from the two imageScal-
ing and imageRotation functions. Thus it is a serial operation, which is denoted by setting the asso-
ciated <parallel>element with “true” value. Furthermore, the locations of the operands are in paths
“imageScaling/imageScaling result” and “imageRotation/imageRotation result” as presented in the re-
spective <param>elements. The R-BPEL4REST generates atomic requests and sends them to the ap-
propriate SAMHs.
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Table 2: Sample of “property.xml” file

<?xml v e r s i o n = ” 1 . 0 ” e n c o d i n g =”UTF−8” s t a n d a l o n e =” yes ”?>
<S e r v i c e s >

<S e r v i c e>
<name> i m a g e S c a l i n g </name>
<p a r a l l e l >t r u e </ p a r a l l e l >
<params>

<param>photo1 </ param>
</ params>

</ S e r v i c e>
<S e r v i c e>

<name> i m a g e R o t a t i o n </name>
<p a r a l l e l >t r u e </ p a r a l l e l >
<params>

<param>photo1 </ param>
</ params>

</ S e r v i c e>
<S e r v i c e>

<name> i m a g e G r a y s c a l e </name>
<p a r a l l e l >f a l s e </ p a r a l l e l >
<params>

<param>i m a g e S c a l i n g / i m a g e S c a l i n g r e s u l t </param>
<param>i m a g e R o t a t i o n / i m a g e R o t a t i o n r e s u l t </ param>

</ params>
</ S e r v i c e>

</ S e r v i c e s >

4.3 Generating R-BPEL4REST

There are several issues to be addressed regarding the significance of applying R-BPEL4REST language
with mobile Web services. The suitability of RESTful Web services to mobile environments is one of
these issues because it raises the demand for a general and formal description language to support the
composition of RESTful services. There are several existing block-structured or graph-based languages
for supporting Web service composition such as WS-BPEL, BPML, WSCI, BPSS and WSFL [28]. How-
ever, there are some restrictions that hinder the usage of these languages. One of these restrictions is the
inflexible communication model that acts against deploying it on mobile environment. This is because
the communication link is represented as partner links in BPEL. The partner link has one sender and at
most one recipient, which is bounded to a static endpoint at design time. On the contrary, these end-
points in RESTful services designate the resources’ URIs, which are generated at run time. Additionally,
RESTful Web services allow the client to negotiate for the representation method of the response through
the usage of “Accept” in the request’s header, but current languages do not support access to request’s
header. Similarly, the dynamic set up of the representation of the resources is not supported. Moreover,
they all rely on the existence of the Web Service Description Language (WSDL), which is not the case
for RESTful-based services. Although the emerged WSDL 2.0 version includes other HTTP binding
that can be used to describe the interfaces of RESTful Web services, it has not been practically deployed
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yet and is given only a weak support by the existing software tools that are mainly arisen to support
WSDL 1.1. Besides, the approach of building BPEL on top of WSDL 2.0 creates an unnecessary burden
on the BPEL developer to generate interface description for each RESTful service involved and map
BPEL through the heavy-weight created WSDL interface. Further, it becomes more complex and cum-
bersome to maintain WSDL when changes are made to the corresponding service. The design of the
R-BPEL4REST implementation is based on the following REST principles:

• RESTful Web services can be invoked and interacted with each other through one of the four
fixed HTTP methods (POST, PUT, GET and DELETE) using a synchronous request-response
interaction. Therefore, the activities in R-BPEL4REST are monopolised to one of these HTTP
Create, Read, Update and Delete (CRUD) methods.

• The interface of RESTful Web services is a set of resources that are accessed by the client. The
URI of these resources and their parameters are dynamic and may not be known at design time.
Thus, there is no apparent demand for an explicit description of them using WSDL.

• The HTTP header requests and responses provide some important information about the format
of the resource representation, access control, caching, content length, etc. Thus, they should be
accessed and managed within the R-BPEL4REST using header syntax.

• Statelessness is one of the features of RESTful services that require having connectedness links to
allow the hypermedia to act as the engine of application state. Therefore, a mechanism is needed
to extract the URI from the response message at run time.

• Services might be invoked from R-BPEL4REST process using one of the CRUD methods. Conse-
quently, R-BPEL4REST provides some of event handlers for the incoming requests that allow the
R-BPEL4REST process to perform a set of tasks and to send the proper response.

• POST requests are unsafe and repeated calls to the same resource for this type of requests have to
be carried out carefully and isolated to avoid side effects. The structure of the R-BPEL4REST is
an extension of the existing BPEL4REST and consists of a small set of constructs as shown briefly
in Table 3 and described as follows:

• The <invoke>activity existing in the standard BPEL is replaced by the four activity elements that
are used to invoke RESTful services <get><post><put><delete>.

• The four fixed activities are associated with four attributes:

• ”uri”: specify the address of the invoked resource. Since the host that manages and executes
R-BPEL4REST is a constrained mobile device, the load on the resources of this device that are
required to process R-BPEL4REST should be kept at minimum level. The ”uri” value is extracted
from the path directory of resources that is defined in the property file for each associated service.
Thus, the value of ”uri” is a static value.

• ”host”: specify the server IP address that is responsible for executing the designated service. The
existence of this attribute emancipates the R-BPEL4REST from the inflexible communication
model of the BPEL. Subsequently, the generated workflow is capable of modeling the interac-
tion with endpoints at deployment time and not only at design time as is the case for BPEL. In
fact, the split of the resource into host and uri results in isolating the logical (virtual) address from
its physical location and supports mobility.
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• “request”: denote the data or parameters that are appended to the body of the request payload. It
is required only by <post>and <put>activities;

• “response”: denote the data or parameters that are attached to the body of the response message.
It resides only on <post>and <get>activities.

• The <header>element is optional and is used to denote the values of the header requests and
responses.

• The attribute assigned with the <header>child element is “name”, which can take any of the
values of the headers’ names such as “cache-control”, “content-type” etc.

• R-BPEL4REST is equipped to catch failures using a <catch>element and deal with the failure
by resending the request or redirecting it to another pre-defined host. R-PEL4REST can also deal
with invocation failures but it does not provide a systematic approach for handling the failure.

• The <resource>element identifies a published or existing resource, where it can be invoked, ac-
cessed and manipulated by requests within its scope. It has ”uri” attribute that contains the address
of the designated resource.

• The <onMessage>and <onAlarm>handlers that exist in the standard BPEL are replaced with
four handlers <onPost>, <onPut>, <onGet>and <onDelete>to tune with the four HTTP meth-
ods used to invoke RESTful-based services.

• The <variable>element is used to allow dynamic binding of data associated with requests and
responses. There are three predefined variables $ProcessID, $request and $response that denotes
different data information. For instance, $ProcessID is used to store the ID of the running instance
of the process to allow safe and isolated functioning of POST requests. In contrary $request and
$response are associated with the input/output payload of the request/response, respectively. Also
”uri”, ”response” and ”request” attributes may have variable values.

• The <assign>element sets up the values of the variables.

Unlike BPEL4REST that includes publishing resources to the clients, in R-BPEL4REST processes
are generated from partitioning the invoked service. Thus, they are known and there is no demand for
publishing them as resources for clients. Furthermore R-BPEL4REST does not include data-dependent
behavior, hence, the conditional elements such as <while>and <if>are omitted because the flow se-
quence of execution is predetermined from the service’s properties that are deployed in advance. A
major difference between BPEL4REST and R-BPEL4REST is the separation of the logical and physical
addresses of resources to reflect the frequent changes of the service provider’s location. Last but not
least, the R-BPEL4REST is generated anonymously based on the existence of a simple property file, but
the corresponding BPEL4REST is implemented by the BPEL developer and does not rely on any file
description.

Table 4, presents some of the R-BPEL4REST workflow that is generated from the above described
complex image processing service. In this example the workflow specifies two request handlers for
the resource located in “amh” in a path named “image1”: “onGet” and “onPost”. Some variables in
each service are declared for the incoming requests, outgoing responses and uri locations as “imageScal-
ing request”, “imageScaling response” and “uri imageScaling” in the “imageScale” service respectively.
These variables can either store the parameter values or the locations of these parameters, which are
needed for processing. The “assign” constructor defines values for each of the declared variables. For
instance, the request payload for “imageScale” service is initialized with “imageScaling request” and
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Table 3: Constructors used in R-BPEL4REST
Constructor Type Constructor Name Brief Description

Definition activities
variable

Define the set of variables whose val-
ues are decided upon processing

process
Defines the top level process (name of
complex service)

Invoke activities

Post Invokes a service using POST method

Get Invokes a service using GET method

Put Invokes a service using PUT method

Delete Invokes a service using DELETE
method

Control activities
Flow Allows concurrent execution of activi-

ties
Sequence Allows sequential process of activities

Request Handler activities

onPost
Determines the actions occur on receiv-
ing POST request

onGet
Determines the actions occur on receiv-
ing GET request

onPut
Determines the actions occur on receiv-
ing PUT request

onDelete
Determines the actions occur on receiv-
ing DELETE

Assignment activities assign Assigns data values to the variables

the response output “imageScaling response” is stored in the “uri imageScaling” variable. Then, this
output is defined to be the value of the first parameter of the “imageGraydcale” service. Moreover, the
“imageScaling” and “imageRotation” are executed in parallel through setting a “flow” constructor. After
processing these services the last service is processed through setting the “sequence” constructor.

4.4 Federation and Data Retrieval

Federation is the technique concerned for aggregating responses, retrieving the required data parameters
and handling execution faults. Creating resource federation and data retrieval relies on the described R-
BPEL4REST. Some URI’s of the invoked services or resources as we have illustrated in R-BPEL4REST
are extracted from the response of the x-invoked service. For example, post request is used to process
a resource and create a new resource that holds the output of the process. The response to that post
invocation is the URI of the new created resource. R-BPEL4REST introduces a mechanism that allows
the dynamic binding between the resources’ URI of one service to the response’s content of another
service. Then, get request is sent to access the bind resource’s URI. Moreover, the parameters required
for processing a service are extracted from the request’s payload of the invoked service or the response’s
payload of a previously invoked service. The mechanism used for assigning parameters’ values depends
on the type of the invoked service, whether it is depending or non-depending service. A depending
(serial) service requires some parameters that are available after completing the execution of one or more
services. On the other hand, a non-depending (parallel) service can be executed independently and it
does not rely on some parameters to be generated dynamically after completing the execution of some
processes. Resource consistency has to be maintained to assure that the created resource in response
to the main service call has a URI path that does not contradict with the requested resource. This is
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Table 4: Example of generated R-BPEL4REST for the Image process service

hard to achieve because the decomposed tasks are offloaded on different hosts with different URIs. Two
mechanisms are applied to facilitate persisting data and resource consistency. The first one relies on
the dynamic binding feature, which allows extracting the required data from the incoming response and
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dispatching it to a predefined resource location through the use of the (get + assign + put) combination
of activities. The second one is based on having shared database storage structure that is located in the
AMH or in the cloud that can be accessed by the orchestrator module. The shared database is static
and contains a collection of (URI, resource) tuples, where URI represents the physical location of the
resource and resource denotes the abstract data object of the resource itself. A framework is built up to
implement the application of the mechanisms, which are needed for enabling the distribution of complex
mobile Web services. The main structure of the developed Extended Mobile Host Complex Web service
Framework (EMHCWF) is depicted briefly in the following section.

5 Implementation

The main structure of the developed Extended Mobile Host Complex Web service Framework (EMHCWF)
is similar to the conventional Mobile Host Web service Framework (MHWF) [6]. However, there are
some additional modules, which are appended to extend the functionality of the original MHWF and al-
low distribution and adaptation of complex mobile services. The EMHCWF consists of nine basic units
as shown in Figure 6. EMHCWS consists of the same basic blocks of the MHWF: Web serviceServlet,
HTTP Listener, Request Handler, Parser Module, DecisionMaking Module and Response Composer.
In addition, it includes the following extended modules: Augmented Offloading Module, Orchestrator
Module and SharedData Module.

• Web serviceServlet: It deploys new services into the mobile device and invokes the requested ser-
vice. It also supports the flexibility of allowing Web service developers to customise the particular
handling of requests and responses. In addition, it allows the server to check the availability of
a requested service before calling it through isWebServiceRegistered() to preserve the system’s
reliability. Its structure is identical to the previous conventional MHWF but its Hashtable includes
an additional field for defining the URI address of the AMH that will execute the acquired service;

• HTTP Listener: The main functions of it include listening to incoming requests, accepting incom-
ing client’s requests, initiating a new thread for each request to support concurrency and creating
input and output streams for communication. It starts by opening a TCP/IP socket connection
through ServerSocket class and waits for any incoming requests. Then, acceptAndOpen() method
is called when the HTTP Listener receives a call. After that, a thread is created and data stream
connections are opened for exchanging messages using InputStream and OutputStream classes;

• Request Handler: The main tasks of the Request Handler comprise reading/writing data streams
using CommonHttpProcessor class, controlling the processing path of the request and setting up
the execution environment such as loading service properties. Its functionality depends on the
service name and request method. Therefore, it dispatches the request to the message parser;

• Parser module: The main function for it is to get the needed information for invoking a Web service
such as the HTTP method name, service URI and some parameters. This information resides
explicitly in the request. As a consequence a simple String-based parser is used to distinguish
the variant message components and getParameter() method is adopted to return any required
parsed components. The extracted service URI information is sent to the ServiceServlet for further
validation and then to the Request Handler to generate the orchestrator. The Parser module also
includes kXML parser for parsing the body request and any other xml files;

• DecisionMaking module: It is the module that monitors internal and external resources and acti-
vates the Augmented Offloading module whenever the MH is overloaded. The functionality of the
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decision making module is based on Fuzzy logic. The service is considered as a resource heavy
one and needs to be offloaded when the available amounts of resources are not sufficient to execute
it. It also decides upon the distribution scheme to be applied based on the available and required
resources;

• Augmented Offloading Module: The main function of the Offloading module is similar to its corre-
spondence in the previously described Enhanced Mobile Host Web service Framework (EMHWF)
[5], which is to distribute the execution tasks of a mobile Web service and to model the transfer of
the required data resources. However, the two Offloading modules of the EMHWF and EMHCWF
differ in the amount of the distributed tasks, the distributed depth and data transfer model. For
instance, in EMHWF, the execution tasks are comparatively few. Therefore, the distribution depth
level is surficial and takes place among the MH and the AMH. On the other hand, in EMHCWS,
the number of execution tasks is almost large and a collection of these tasks are organized in units
that are decomposable among more than one AMHs. Augmented Offloading module also, extends
the basic functionality of the EMHWF through generating a workflow to organize and coordinate
the execution sequence of the fragmented tasks and model the data transfer among these fragments;

• Orchestrator Module: This is the vital module in the complex framework, it manages the overall
service execution by applying an orchestration mechanism.

• SharedData Module: This is the module that is used for storing and retrieving shared data;

• Response Composer: It is responsible for interpreting the result before sending it back to the client.
It can interpret the result using different representations such as XML or JavaScript Object Nota-
tion (JSON). The CPD system is verified and validated using two methods: formal methods and
proof-of-concept demonstration. The next section presents the evaluation and validation process
of this framework.

6 System Evaluation using PROOF-OF-CONCEPT Demonstration

The evaluation of the complex partial distribution mechanisms takes place through proof-of-concept
demonstration, which can be performed through testing the EMHCWF’s modules that provide these
mechanisms (decomposing, orchestration and federation) and examining their functionality.

A test prototype has been implemented for different CPD strategies to give a proof-of-concept
demonstration and assist in addressing the issues related to the mechanisms of complex partial distri-
bution.

6.1 Setup Environment

The tested prototype consists of six nodes that are simulated using Wireless Simulation Toolkit: The first
entity represents the client, the second one is the MH, the third node interprets the main AMH and the last
three represent three SAMHs. The architecture of the MH is implemented with the basic EMHWF and
the three SAMHs are implemented with the conventional MHWF. However, the architecture of the main
AMH is distinguished from others through using EMHCWF. The interactions between the six nodes
are shown in brief in Figure 7. First the client submits the request to the MH after setting the network
connections. The MH checks the availability of the service and sends an error message to the client when
the service not registered. Otherwise, the MH redirects the request back to the client and the URI of the
new selected AMH. The location-based information is sent from the MH to the client upon receiving an
acknowledgment signal from the client, which indicates the recipient of the message.
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Figure 5: Basic Building Blocks of the EMHCWF

At this stage, the interaction between the client and the MH is terminated and a new network connec-
tion is set up between the client and the AMH. After that the AMH checks the availability of the invoked
service and sends an error message when the service is unavailable but when the service is available, the
AMH generates the coordination workflow, fragments the request and creates packets for each fragment.
The AMH sends the first and second independent requests to their designated SAMH simultaneously
while the execution of the third request is suspended until the two previous requests complete their exe-
cution and store the results in the Shared Data. Then, the AMH aggregates, represents the final response
based on the clients’ preferences and sends it to the client.

In general, the three frameworks perform a common function that is to allow deploying, providing
and executing Web services from mobile devices but the EMHWF allows for applying migration of data
and EMHCWF extends the functionality further. The extension includes the distribution of complex
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Figure 6: Message sequence diagram for CPD system

Web services and providing the essential mechanisms for this distribution to take place in an anonymous,
transparent and independent way. So that human interference is eliminated and client’s awareness is
avoided. Extending the functionality leads to augmenting the architectural design. The augmentation
includes the Orchestration, Shared Data and the Augmented Offloading modules as described earlier.

In implementing this framework, Java for Mobile Edition JME is used as the best language for
launching applications on limited resource mobile devices. JME defines two configurations the Con-
nected Device Configuration (CDC) and the Connected Limited Device Configuration (CLDC). CLDC
has been selected because it is a low level specification, suitable for wide range of mobile devices with
limited memory capacity. APIs and libraries are added to support more features through Mobile Infor-
mation Device Profile (MIDP). MIDP 2.0 was chosen because it supports devices with limited network
communication and device internal resources. It also provides rich networking functionality and supports
the HTTP protocol. In addition it supports the Server Socket connection that is required for implement-
ing mobile server. The cluster of all mobile hosts is assumed to be connected in a high speed and reliable
enterprise intranet. The services are deployed in all mobile servers.

A complex service model has been implemented to provide an illustrative case study. The complexity
of the service resides in two fundamental issues. The first issue results from having a service that can
perform a multifunction. The second one causes from having a resource intensive service that consumes
a significant amount of mobile resources. The output of the prototype is compared with the output of
a similar prototype that does not involve distribution of the execution tasks. This output is assumed
to be identical. The service model is a stringOp service that extracts a string stored in the MH and
performs a set of parallel and serial string manipulation functions such as stringReverse, stringUpper
and stringConcatenate which are used to present the string in reverse order, change the alphabet case of
the string to capital or small letters and expand the string through appending it to itself several times,
respectively. The amount of consumed resources can be varied and controlled by the client through
determining the number of times that a string is concatenated. Then the response time is measured and
compared between serial and parallel CPD schemes. This is to differentiate between PHM-CPD and
SHM-CPD.
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6.2 Results and Discussion

As mentioned above, the goal of these experiments is to validate the correct behaviour of the defined CPD
system with its associated mechanisms and verify its functional requirements through proof-of-concept
demonstration. This can be accomplished by developing different types of service models and running
each of them on two different architectures: complex distribution framework that incorporates service
decomposition and the previously implemented framework that does not involve partitioning the service.
Then, the final result is compared between the two, which is expected to be identical. In addition, the
amount of distribution overhead is estimated by calculating the difference in response time.

This service is a homogeneous one and includes a sequence of mono task operations, which are
examined for both schemes parallel and serial to test the capability of fragmenting a service and executing
the fragments concurrently, when possible. The client sends a request to the MH associated with two
parameters: “number” and “count”. The “number” denotes the location of the string to be processed and
“count” designates the number of iterations that is used in the concatenation subservice.

The correct behavior of CPD is confirmed in the output similarity found for PHM-CPD and non-CPD
in Figure 7 and Figure 8. Results elaborated in Figure 9 show that the response time for SPD is the mini-
mum because of the absence of interactions with SAMHs. However, PHM-CPD has more response time
with small message size than its corresponding SHM-CPD because of the overhead required for setting
up and initiating threads initially. However, in general, parallel execution reduces the total response time
and enhances the overall performance with larger message payloads. The second part of our evaluation
is based on formal methods verification as described in the next section.

Figure 7: StringOp service prototype for CPD framework

Figure 8: StringOp service prototype for non-CPD framework

7 CSP MODEL OF THE SYSTEM

After that, we create a Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) model for our system and analyze it
to verify the correct behavior of the implemented framework. CSP is the language that is used to describe
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Figure 9: Response time for stringOp service using different strategies

concurrent systems that consist of interacting processes through communication channels. The created
model consists of nine basic processes that are transmigrated from the basic building modules. The model
focuses on the interaction and communication between the modeled entities. The existence of three
similar SAMHs to carry out the execution of the offloaded tasks is assumed. Furthermore, a CSP model
of a workflow process thread is added to allow testing the system on different scenarios. The first scenario
assumes that the three offloaded services are all parallel and represents PHM-CPD strategy, the second
scenario assumes that the three offloaded services are all sequential and represents SHM-CPD, and the
last scenario interprets the heterogeneous scheme HT-CPD and assumes that two services are parallel and
one is sequential. A parallel combination of the generated processes is created and the model is loaded
into FDR2 tool. After that we select a proper semantic model such as failure, failure/divergence or traces.
This is because CSP theory is based on a mathematical model that defines a set of observable behavior of
the processes and each of these models is suitable for a particular verification method. For instance, the
traces model allows checking safety properties. Deadlock analysis is best carried out through the stable-
failures model and the failures divergences model is particular for livelock analysis. Finally, the livelock
and deadlock properties are examined. The FDR2 converts each CSP model into Labeled Transition
System (LTS), which consists of finite-state processes and contains all the semantic representation of the
transformed model. As a consequence, any safety property is verified autonomously through an extensive
analysis of the LTS by FDR2 tool. [25] has provided some mathematical techniques for reasoning about
deadlock of CSP model.
A system is deadlock-free as defined in [26] if and only if it does not reach a state of STOP.
And the system is livelock free if and only if it does not reach a state of unbounded sequence of events.

The model as shown in Figure 10 consists of 10 main processes representing the communicating en-
tities that are interacting with each other through 25 channels. The following assumptions are considered
as a basis for this research approach to facilitate the verification procedure and limit its scope:

• First assumption is concerned with setting up the initial state of the system. In general, the system
starts the MH and boots it first. Then, the AMH is connected and followed by running the SAMH.
After that, the client starts processing. This order of run represents the logical sequence flow of
requests. The MH is the main host that first receives client’s requests and has to be prepared to
listen to any incoming requests.

After that, requests are bounced to AMH that is also booted and listens to incoming requests. Finally,
requests are bounced to SAMH.
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Figure 10: CSP Model of the Complex Mobile Web Service Framework

• Second assumption is related to the maximum number of decomposed tasks that has impact on
the number of available SAMHs in the system. This number is restricted to three to avoid state
explosion problem of CSP/FDR framework.

• Third assumption is that the MH is initially overloaded and is unable to process incoming requests.
Requests are bounced back to the client and the data extraction model is of type frontend.

• Fourth assumption is relevant to the failures’ sources and error handlers. There are two types of
failures that might occur: connection refusal or service inexistent. The method for handling a
failure depends on the error type and the source of error creation.

• Finally, the orchestration workflow is assumed to be generated in advance. It is activated and
loaded by the AMH.

Now we present a brief description of each process and its events. CLIENT: The system is initiated by
the CLIENT. This is done through sending a connection request to the MH via con clnt mh channel then
it waits for reply from the MH via the same channel. When the CLIENT receives the reply it acts upon
the reply type. If reqConAccept mh is received then the CLIENT sends the acknowledgment (ack mh)
indicating that the connection is opened and established. The CLIENT also sends a request message
(reqMsg) to the MH via the bidirectional con clnt mh channel and waits for a response. However, if
reqConReject mh is received then the CLIENT repeats sending requests to setup a connection with the
MH. While the CLIENT waiting for a response to be received through the bidirectional rsp clnt mh
channel it might receive three types of responses:

• rdrctMsg indicating that the request should be bounced to the AMH. The recipient of rdrctMsg is
followed by sending a complete signal to the MH indicating that the CLIENT is ready to receive
the context-dependent data information and go back to the waiting state through using a recursion
technique and wait for the data.

• error indicating that an error has occurred due to unavailable requested service
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• data indicating that the context-based parameters for the requested service are received and the
CLIENT is ready to request a connection with the AMH

WAITINGRESPONSEMH = rsp clnt mh?x→
((x== rdrctMsg)&rsp clnt mh!complete -¿ WAITINGRESPONSEMH
[](x==error )& DISPLAYERRORRESPONSE
[](x==dataMsg)& REQUESTAMHCONNECTION)

When the CLIENT starts communicating with the AMH it goes into a series of events that are similar
to those ones described for the communication with the MH except that the events occurs on different
channels con clnt amh and rsp clnt amh and there are different kinds of responses from the AMH, as
shown below, where data1, data2 and data3 represent responses from AMH1, AMH2 and AMH3, re-
spectively and respMsg represents the final aggregated response.
WAITINGRESPONSEAMH = rsp clnt amh?x→

((x == error )& DISPLAYERRORRESPONSE
[](x==respMsg)& DISPLAYRESPONSE
[](x==complete amh)& rsp clnt amh!dataMsg→ WAITINGRESPONSEAMH
[](x==data1)& DISPLAYDATA1RESPONSE
[](x==data2)& DISPLAYDATA2RESPONSE[](x==data3)& DISPLAYRESPONSE)

MH: This is the process that models the mobile host, which starts by opening a socket connection
and waiting to any incoming requests through con clnt mh channel. On receiving openCon mh event, it
might either allow the communication to take place and waits for the ack mh or it might reject it and go
back to the initial waiting state. If the ack mh is received, then it waits for the request message and starts
processing the request. The invoked service might be registered which means deployed and exists or it
might not exist. Service executing process depends on the availability of the service. If the service exists,
then rdrctMsg is send to the client followed with the corresponding location-based data. However, if the
service does not exist, then an error is send back to the CLIENT.
WAITINGREQUEST = con clnt mh?reqMsg→ PROCESSREQUEST
PROCESSREQUEST = webServiceRegistered MH True→ WEBSERVICEXECUTION

[]webServiceRegistered MH False→ WEBSERVICEXECUTIONERROR
WEBSERVICEXECUTION = rsp clnt mh!rdrctMsg→ WAITINGCOMPLETE
WAITINGCOMPLETE = rsp clnt mh?complete → rsp clnt mh!dataMsg → CLOSESTREAMCON-
NECTIONS
WEBSERVICEXECUTIONERROR = rsp clnt mh!error→ CLOSESTREAMCONNECTIONS
CLOSESTREAMCONNECTIONS = closeStreamConnections mh→ WAITINGANDLISTENING

AMH: This is the process that models the auxiliary mobile host and its events. It starts by opening
a socket connection and waiting for incoming requests via con clnt amh channel. On receiving open-
Con amh event, it might either allow the communication to take place and waits for the ack amh or it
might reject it and go back to the initial waiting state. If the ack amh is received, then it waits for the
request message and starts processing the request. The invoked service might be registered or it might
not exist. Service executing process depends on the availability of the service. If the service exists, then
AMH sends a complete amh signal through rsp clnt amh channel to the CLIENT indicating that it is
ready for receiving the data. When the data is received, it starts processing the request and decomposing
as follows:
WAITINGORCHESTRATION = (amh dist?x→ ((x==packet1)&PROCESSINGFIRSTTHREAD

[](x==packet2)&PROCESSINGSECONDTHREAD
[](x==packet3)&PROCESSINGTHIRDTHREAD))
[]amh orch?done→ PROCESSREQUEST

Then the fragmented packets are dispatched into its corresponding SAMH (AMH1, AMH2 or AMH3)
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for processing it as shown below. The AMH sends a request for initiating a connection with the desig-
nated SAMH as illustrated earlier, which can either be accepted or rejected. Then it waits for a flag to
be received from the orchestrator through amh orch channel that indicates whether the execution of the
packet depends on the execution of others (sequence) or it can be executed independently of other packets
(flow). If it is flow then AMH sends the required information dataMsg to the SAMH, otherwise it checks
for all other dependent packets and waits for their process completion through pardone flag. Then it can
send the dataMsg to the SAMH, which processes the packet and sends back the corresponding result.
This result is forwarded to the shared data for storing it to maintain consistency.
–Dispatching First request
PROCESSINGFIRSTTHREAD = con amh amh1!openCon amh1 → con amh amh1?x →
((x==reqConAccept amh1 ) & SENDINGFIRSTREQUEST [](x==reqConReject amh1) &PRO-
CESSINGFIRSTTHREAD)
SENDINGFIRSTREQUEST = con amh amh1!ack amh1 → con amh amh1!packet1 →
rsp amh amh1?x→ if(x==complete amh1)then WAITINGPARAM1

else WEBSERVICEXECUTIONERROR1
WAITINGPARAM1 = amh orch?x→ ((x==flow)&rsp amh amh1!dataMsg

→ WAITINGFIRSTRESPONSE [](x==sequence)& CHECKDEPENDENCY)
CHECKDEPENDENCY = amh orch?x→ ((x==par2)&CHECKDEPENDENCY

[](x==par3)&CHECKDEPENDENCY[](x==pardone)&rsp amh amh1!dataMsg
→ WAITINGFIRSTRESPONSE)

WAITINGFIRSTRESPONSE= rsp amh amh1?data1→ amh sd!data1 -¿amh orch finish!finish
→ WAITINGORCHESTRATION

AMH1: It represents the SAMH1. Since it represents a mobile host, thus, the first steps are similar
to any mobile host for preparing its socket connection. When the ack amh1 is received from the AMH
through the con amh amh1 channel, the AMH1 waits for the request. Then the AMH1 checks availability
of the corresponding service. If it is available and registered then it sends a complete signal indicating
that it is ready for receiving the context-based parameters, after that, it starts processing the designated
service. Then, it sends the result back to the AMH through rsp amh amh1. On the other hand, it might
happen that an error has occurred during any stage of processing the main service. Therefore a technique
for handling this fault is required. This is accomplished through sending an error message from the main
AMH to all the relevant SAMH to allow them go to the initial waiting state. ORCHESTRATOR: This is
the process that models the coordinator and its corresponding events. Activating its functionality starts
when it is loaded by the AMH and this is expressed through receiving a loadOrch message from the
AMH. After that, it starts the orchestration process. This is accomplished through sending a startParsing
flag to the workflow to initiate the parse process.
STARTINGAPPLICATION = amh orch?loadOrch → parseflag!startParsing → PARSINGWORK-
FLOW1

The first step acted upon initiated the parse process is to extract the type of the fragmented service.
Therefore, the parsed data are received through the parse channel, which can be tag FLOW to indicate
parallel service, tag SEQUENCE for sequential service or tag END to represent the end of the workflow.
Then, the orchestrator sends the name of the service to the distributor and the distributor on the other
side replies with the corresponding keyPrefix of the service, which is its URI. The interaction with
the distributor process takes place through the dist orch channel. When the orchestrator receives the
keyPrefix of the service, it dispatches the packet and its type to the distributor for preparing it to be sent
to the corresponding SAMH for further process. The next step depends on the service type. For instance,
for serial services, the orchestrator keeps on parsing the required parameters from the workflow until
there are no more parameters. Each parsed parameter represents the fragmented service that it depends
on. Hence, it is sent to the AMH via amh orch. Then it waits for the AMH to send its corresponding
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termination index (finish) via amh orch finish. The orchestrator sends back an acknowledgment to the
AMH that it has received the completion index and parses the next parameter. After parsing all the
parameters, it continues to parse the other service unless it is reaching the last service, after which it
goes back to its initial state. An error might occur any time during the orchestration process. Therefore,
a technique for handling the error exists at each process stage that returns the system back to its initial
state. This technique depends on the error type and its source. Errors can be either due to non-existence
of a service or an execution failure. Sources of the error vary among the different service providers (MH,
AMH and SAMH). If it is caused by execution failure then it informs the client to resend the request.
However, if the cause of the error is due to the inexistence of the service then it informs the client to
allow it to redirect the request to another host. Regarding the source of the error the place where the error
occurred is initialized and all other upper levels are also initialized as described later.

GETPARAMREQUEST1 = dist orch!serviceName → dist orch?keyPrefix -
¿SENDINGPACKETPARALLEL1
GETPARAMSHAREDDATA1 = dist orch!serviceName → dist orch?keyPrefix -
¿SENDINGPACKETSERIAL1
SENDINGPACKETPARALLEL1 = dist orch!packet1→ (amh orch error?error→ STARTINGAPPLI-
CATION

[]amh orch!flow → amh orch finish?finish1 -¿amh orch finish1!finish1 → PARSING-
WORKFLOW2)
SENDINGPACKETSERIAL1 = dist orch!packet1→ amh orch!sequence→ PARSEPARA1
PARSEPARA1 = parse?x→ ((x==para2)& amh orch!par2→ amh orch finish?finish2

→ amh orch finish2!finish2→ PARSEPARA1
[]amh orch error?error→ STARTINGAPPLICATION
[](x==para3)& amh orch!par3
[](x==tag END)& dist orch!done→ STARTINGAPPLICATION)

DISTRIBUTOR: It is the process that interprets the dispatcher; it is activated by receiving the reqMsg
and the serviceProperties from the AMH. ServiceProperties is an event to denote the successful loading
of the property file. The distributor starts decomposing process through splitURL event then activating
the orchestration model by sending setOrchValues via the amh dist channel and waiting for services. The
distributor replies with a keyPrefix when it receives the name of the service through the dist orch channel,
as mentioned previously. After that the distributor waits for packet arrivals to forward them to the AMH
through the amh dist channel. The AMH sends an error message to the distributor via amh dist error
channel when an error occurs at any level of processing the request. Consequently, the distributor goes
back to its initial state and waits for receiving a reqMsg. SHAREDDATA: It is the process that models
the storage database of the parameters and responses. . It can be activated through using one of the two
methods: the first happens when the orchestrator sends getParam event via orch sd channel. The second
activation method occurs when the AMH sends the responses of the fragmented services through amh sd
channel and the SHAREDDATA continues to store the results until it receives getFinal event from the
AMH through the amh result. If an error is received from the AMH through amh sd error channel it
goes back to the initial state waiting for activation.

STARTINGAPPLICATION = amh sd error?error→ STARTINGAPPLICATION[]orch sd?getParam
→ orch sd!param→ STARTINGAPPLICATION []STORERESULT

STORERESULT = amh sd?x→ ((x==data1)& SETRESP1 [](x==data2)& SETRESP2
[](x==data3)& SETRESP3)

SETRESP1 = (amh sd error?error→ STARTINGAPPLICATION)
[](amh result?getFinal → amh sd!data1 → STARTINGAPPLICA-

TION)[](STORERESULT)
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WORKFLOW: It is the input to the system that includes the composed services, their type and their
corresponding parameters with a demonstration of the dependency issue of each service. It is activated
by receiving startParsing flag from the orchestrator. Then it parses the serviceProperties file and sends
the parsed values to the orchestrator for further processing. As with any other module when an error
occurs at any step, it handles the error and goes back to its initial state. Three different scenarios of the
WORKFLOW model are tested and validated in the system. This is to achieve coherently and justify
the correctness of the system in three different situations. The first runs for all parallel services (PHM-
CPD), the second runs for all serial services (PHM-CPD) and the last runs for heterogeneous services
(HT-CPD). After building the system model, it is loaded into the FDR2 tool and tested. Results show
that our system is deadlock and livelock free.

8 Summary and Future Work

This paper proposed a framework for context-based complex mobile Web services. Complex services
are heavy-weight context-based composite services that consist of multiple and decomposable functions,
which are too complex to be processed on a single mobile host without affecting its core functionality
and degrading the overall performance. A general service logic structure has been also developed and
defined to facilitate task distribution.

This framework is based on RESTful architecture. The goal of this framework is to mitigate the issue
of resource limitation on mobile devices to allow continuous provisioning of services and increasing the
overall performance. This is accomplished through distribution mechanisms. The main criteria for the
distribution are autonomy, lightness and platform independence. Defining a framework and workflow
that address these mechanisms and allow distribute execution in a homogeneous manner is the main goal
of this study. The distribution strategy is based on CPD that involves partitioning and dispatching the
execution tasks of the main host and the invoked service logic among a set of collaborative mobile hosts.
The workflow generated for orchestration relies on using R-BPEL4REST language. This assumption
is claimed to allow the coordination of partitions in mobile environment and to take into account the
constraints of mobile resources. Since complex services are constituted of multi mono task processes,
the distributing scheme of these compound services has been classified into three different strategies:
PHM-CPD, SHM-CPD and HT-CPD. This categorization is based on the reliance issue of the assembled
tasks for the distributed service. Evaluation of the framework has shown that distributing the execution
tasks of mobile Web services through offloading, migrating, fragmenting, orchestrating and federation
mechanisms is a must for complex and context-based mobile services to overcome mobile resource
constrains. Experimental results have shown that PHM-CPD outperforms other strategies. The safety
properties of the EMHCWF have been verified with the assistance of CSP.

There are some issues that have not been explored in this paper such as the authentication and security
of the distributed services and collaborative hosts. In addition, centralization is the main aspect of the
interface for the orchestration workflow. This is because the coordinator needs to interact frequently
with the MH to obtain the required context-dependent information. Since communication is critical in
the wireless environment and needs to be at low levels, the workflow is stored and executed by one node.
However, distributing the orchestration workflow demands a change to the structure of the proposed
system. Further study for the modifications required by distribution and the gain and/or loss attained
from distribution may be addressed in the future. Thus, adapting and distributing mobile Web services is
a promising research area that needs further investigation.
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